Promotion - Terms and Conditions
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BUX Alternative Investments B.V. (“BUX Crypto”) is giving away BUX Tokens to the first users that sign up
for an account at the BUX Crypto platform (“Platform”) on the BUX website, under the conditions
specified below.
To qualify for this promotion you need to:
a. Sign up for an account on the Platform as one of the first 5000 users;
b. Verify your account information and successfully complete the Platform’s on-boarding process;
c. Accept these BUX Crypto Promotion terms & conditions (“This Promotion”) on the BUX website.
If you qualify for this Promotion, you receive zero commission trading on the Platform for three (3)
months starting from the 1st of April 2020 and the option to earn 300 BUX Tokens if your total trading
volume on the Platform is greater than €1000.
If you are eligible to receive BUX Tokens as a reward, you may receive the BUX Tokens on the Platform
within a maximum of fifteen business days after fulfilling This Promotion’s requirements.
BUX is the sole arbiter of This Promotion and reserves the right to alter, amend, extend or foreclose This
Promotion at any time without prior notice. We will notify you of any changes to This Promotion and/or
its conditions by updating our website and we recommend that you check our website regularly for such
updates.
If BUX detects any form of fraud, abuse or misuse of This Promotion of any kind, you will be excluded
from This Promotion immediately and we may reclaim any rewards that have already been granted.
BUX reserves the right to withhold any rewards for which a participating user is selected if BUX is of the
opinion that the spirit of This Promotion is being abused or irregular patterns are being observed. BUX will
resolve any disputes, whether or not covered by these conditions, in a fair and appropriate manner and
the decision of BUX regarding a dispute will be final.

BUX Alternative Investments B.V is a private limited liability company (besloten vennootschap met beperkte
aansprakelijkheid) with its statutory seat in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, registered with the Trade Register of the
Dutch Chamber of Commerce in Amsterdam under number 76895327.

